
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL SEPTEMBER 

,,Bei uns ist immer etwas los!" 

DEUTSCHE FEIERTAGE, FESTE, UND MESSEN 

DER ERSTE TAG HERBSTES / FIRST DAY OF FALL 
(occurs between 20th to 23rd of September) 

Why Do the Seasons Change? 

The four seasons are determined by shifting sunlight (not heat!)-which is determined by how our planet 

orbits the Sun and the tilt of its axis. 

• On the vernal egujnoxChtto://www.almanac.com/content/first-day-sorjng-yernal-equjnox>, day and night are 
each approximately 12 hours long (with the actual time of equal day and night, in the Northern 
Hemisphere, occurring a few days before the vernal equinox). The Sun crosses the celestial equator 

going northward; it rises exactly due east and sets exactly due west. 

On the autumnal eguinox(http://www.almanac.com/content/first-day-fall-autumnal-eguinox}, day and night 
are each about 12 hours long (with the actual time of equal day and night, in the Northern 

Hemisphere, occurring a few days after the autumnal equinox). The Sun crosses the celestial equator 

going sout hward; it rises exactly due east and sets exactly due west. - - -

September 23 marks the 2015 Autumn Equinox - that moment which sees Europe wave goodbye 
to summer for another six months. So as autumn descends on Germany, we thought we'd give you 

a heads-up about the best ways to enjoy the season. 

1 What is the autumn equinox? 

On any given day of the year, either the Earth's northern or southern hemisphere is tilted towards 
the sun. Between around March and September, it's the northern hemisphere - meaning we in 
Europe get our summer months. During the rest of the year, the southern hemisphere ge~s the 

best of the sun's warmth. 

However, on two days each year - named Spring and Autumn Equinox - the earth's tilt is 
perpendicular to the sun's rays. At these times, day and night are of almost equal length. 

With the 2015 Autumn Equinox falling on September 23rd, Europe officially welcomes in the 

autumn and winter months this weeL 


